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TIME�SYMMETRIC CAUSALITY

D� Atkinson� University of Groningen� The Netherlands�

Review article� �Time�s Arrow and Archimedes� Point� New Directions for the
Physics of Time� by Huw Price� Oxford University Press ��		
��
ISBN ��	����	�
 �hardcover�� and ��	����	�� �paperback�� ��
 pages�

According to David Hume� causality is based on nothing more than the constant
conjunction of two or more kinds of events� say A and B� It is a mere habit we
have to call the earlier of the occurrences� say A� the cause� and the later� B� the
e�ect� no relation of necessity� or even of likelihood� of a B succeeding an A in
the future can be deduced� All attempts at showing the existence of a deeper
relation beside the set of constant conjunctions observed in the past are doomed
to circularity� It is arguable that this bleak thesis has never been successfully
refuted� Why may not the later be causally e�cient in ensuring that the earlier
has been brought about� If it is so that the di�erence between cause and e�ect
is simply a matter of habit� then the distinction has no fundamental status� and
we have to do only with constant conjunctions of certain kinds of events� or in
more modern language with correlations between them� The matter of temporal
priority is not essential� indeed a temporally symmetric account may be made of
the whole matter�

The Australian philosopher Huw Price� in his book �Time�s Arrow and Archimedes�
Point�� insists with great force and cogency that such a timesymmetric account
of the world can and should be made� Causality is reduced to correlation within
a temporally symmetric world view� and thus the �oodgates of retrocausality are
thrown wide open� Much of this admirably clear and profound book is devoted to
an analysis of the reasons why physicists have been so loath to adopt what Price
calls �the view from nowhen�� Just as Archimedes claimed to be able to move
the earth if provided with an independent point on which to a�x the fulcrum of
his lever� so Huw Price claims to be able to topple our futuredirected ordering
from a certain past to an uncertain future� His �xed point is this view from
nowhen� Janusfaced toward the past as toward the future� his tool is the idea of
the backwards running movie projector� if you would not accept an assumption
about the past �or future� in a reversed �lm show� you have no cogent reason to
accept it about the future �or past� in the forward running �lm� nor about the
world that it represents cinematographically�

Despite the time symmetry of almost all of classical and quantum physical laws
on the microscale� asymmetry is often smuggled into the account unwittingly�
A notorious case is Boltzmann�s Sto�zahlansatz� which is an example of what
Price calls PI �� i�e� the Principle of the Independence of Incoming In�uences�
Boltzmann thought that he had deduced the existence of the thermodynamic
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arrow of time in the motion of molecules in a gas � the observed fact that
entropy �or disorder� increases� or at least never decreases� toward the future but
not toward the past� However� as his contemporaries were quick to point out�
Boltzmann had been guilty of that most heinous of intellectual crimes� petitio
principii� Since he assumed that there are no correlations between the velocities
of molecules before a collision but that there are such correlations after a collision�
the temporal asymmetry that he purported to be deducing was inserted by hand
in the very �rst line of his �proof� � Price sharpens the criticism� Boltzmann is
accused of the double standard fallacy� i�e� the fallacy of accepting an assumption
concerning changes in one temporal direction that would not be accepted in the
other� In the course of the book� very few of the physicists who are named escape
devastating criticism � Huw Price is very thorough in his swingeing attack on
Feynman� Hawking and Bell� to name but three of them�

Price is as fearless as he is lucid in his exposure of error in the search for the arrow
of time� He has no qualms in reinterpreting Wheeler and Feynman�s approach
to light and electromagnetism� These authors posited that sources of light emit
advanced radiation into the past as well as retarded radiation into the future�
For them the ad hoc postulate of perfect absorption in the possibly remote future
restores the comfortable picture of forward causality� Price modi�es the picture
boldly� he retains the symmetry at the micro level� for him the puzzle is that
there are large coherent sources but not large coherent sinks of radiation� His
own analogy is of a bank account which increases by large deposits and decreases
through a large number of small and uncorrelated withdrawals� The asymme
try between sources and sinks of electromagnetic radiation seems to lie in the
di�erence between past and future conditions in the universe�

Perhaps the most hardy of Price�s dissident views is his attack on modern cos
mologists� and in particular his savaging of their guru� Stephen Hawking� The
problem for cosmology is how there can be order at one temporal end of the uni
verse and disorder at the other� Recently� Hawking claimed to have produced an
arrow of time from a timesymmetric theory of the cosmos� without the need for
the boundary conditions that traditionally break the symmetry explicitly� This
would be enough� for we automatically experience the relatively ordered direc
tion as the past and the relatively disordered direction as the future� A possible
answer is that symmetric equations can have asymmetric solutions� which� taken
in their entirety� make a symmetric ensemble� For example� a glove factory pro
duces equal numbers of left and righthanded gloves � the output is symmetric
between left and righthandedness � but any individual glove is not symmetric�
for it is either left or righthanded� Similarly� a temporally symmetric theory
might produce solutions that are asymmetric at one end or the other� so long
as the totality of all possible solutions is evenhanded� as it were� Moreover� yet
other solutions might be individually symmetric� having both temporal extrem
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ities either highly ordered or highly disordered� A minimal requirement is that
at least one solution be of the orderdisorder type� Price has published an article
in the prestigious journal Nature on this subject� and he is not yet satis�ed with
Hawking�s claims� He seems however to be chasing a chimera in insisting that
Hawking prove that most of the solutions are of the orderdisorder type� Would
it not be enough to show that one solution has this temporal asymmetry� Would
not the weak anthropic principle then take care of the question as to why we are
living in such a universe and not in a symmetric one�

Once the problems of the various arrows of time have been reduced to one� namely
the question why one temporal end is highly ordered� the solutions fall easily into
place� Thus the thermodynamic arrow is explained along the lines of Reichen
bach�s branch systems� in which low entropy initial states are produced in a
system by intervention from outside� indeed ultimately from the initial ordered
state� The radiation arrow is a consequence of the preponderance of coherent
sources going back in one temporal direction to that same highorder state� That
these arrows point the same way is understood� that the ordered state is the
past� and that we experience change away from this past in the opposite tem
poral direction� which we call the future� is an almost trivial consequence of our
viewpoint as agents�

Having illuminated the puzzle of our asymmetric experience of time from the
atemporal vantage point of a latter day Archimedes� Huw Price turns to an
unexpected bonus of his view from nowhen� a new interpretation of quantum
mechanics� involving a novel use of the notion of retrocausality�

The ordinary quantum mechanics of particles is timesymmetric� the wave func
tion of Schr�odinger evolves in time in a way that is perfectly consistent with the
reversed �lm scenario� It is only when one comes to the infamous wave func
tion collapse �or the equivalent projection postulate of Von Neumann�� which is
supposed to occur after an observation� according to the Copenhagen family of
interpretations of quantum mechanics� that a distinction between past and future
is made� However� it is precisely the analysis of this wavefunction collapse that
gave rise to the gravest di�culties� indeed the suspicions of paradox� in the early
days of quantum theory� The cat of Schr�odinger has become legendary in this
connection� as has the EinsteinPodolskyRosen �EPR� thought experiment that
preceded the cat�s debut by half a year� An attempt was made to demonstrate
that if quantum mechanics is consistent it cannot be complete� in the sense that
there are simultaneous elements of physical reality that cannot be assigned si
multaneous quantum mechanical values� These di�culties spurred on attempts
to provide new interpretations of quantum mechanics in which no wavefunction
collapse occurs� Some of these interpretations preserve the timesymmetry of the
basic equations of evolution and some do not� Of those that are timesymmetric�
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or can be made so� the transactional interpretation of Cramer is perhaps the clos
est to Price�s proposal� For Cramer� as for Price� a quantum state is a function
of �and thus correlated to� quantum states in the future as well as the past� Con
sider the EPR experiment� in which two particles� which are created together�
�y apart and are later detected simultaneously at widely separate locations� In
a symmetric analysis� one should not simply concern oneself with initial condi
tions as common causes �vide Reichenbach�� but one should also address �nal
conditions�

The EPR criticism became more acute when Bell showed that the quantum me
chanical analysis of the envisaged EPR experiment �if performed with photons�
would involve correlations of the polarizations of the two photons that contra
dicted classical notions of stochastic independence� sometimes called separability�
It seemed that either quantum mechanics is wrong or that Kolmogorov separabil
ity is wrong� The �ndings of Aspect� who turned Einstein�s thought experiment
into a real one� showed that it is not quantum mechanics� but rather separabil
ity that fails� This failure is often interpreted as a breakdown of locality� as if
one photon is in instant communication with the other� indeed an illinformed
quantum chapter of the sect of holism has sprung up� based on this imagined
communication� However� the breakdown of separability means no more �nor
less� than that the classical probability calculus� in particular the criterion for
the stochastic independence of two events� is not applicable to the quantum do
main� Classical mechanics has broken down� and so has classical probability �i�e�
they are logically consistent but are not empirically adequate��

Price�s atemporal analysis of quantum mechanics� from the Archimedean stand
point as it were� is certainly an elegant reinterpretation of the formalism� since it
e�ectively renders redundant the question of separability� Moreover� it provides
a perfect example of Dummett�s way of avoiding the bilking objection to retro
causation� According to the bilking objection� backwards causality is impossible�
or at least inconsistent with free will� For if a later occurrence� B� were to count
as having brought about an earlier situation� A� then a free person could choose�
at the later time� to prevent B�s occurring if� and only if� the earlier situation A
had in fact already occurred� In this way B could not possibly be the cause of
A� Dummett�s loophole is the observation that if the only way in which one can
check that A had occurred is the occurrence B itself� then bilking is ipso facto
impossible and retrocausation is in such a case coherent� In this way it makes
sense to suggest that the state of polarization of a single photon� which has passed
through one polarizer and will pass through a second one� could be correlated not
only to the orientation of the �rst polarizer� but also to that of the second� Any
attempt to bilk the implications of the latter correlation involves a polarization
measurement� but such a measurement is precisely B�
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The laws that seem to govern the most fundamental interactions� namely the
nuclear �or strong� force� the electromagnetic force� the radioactive �or weak�
force� and gravity� are not required by some deep consideration to be timereversal
invariant� that is� reaction speeds are not necessarily the same in one temporal
direction as in the other� It is not required by the mathematics of quantum �eld
theory that the rate of decay of a particle be matched by an equal rate of formation
when the conditions are reversed� It is however observed in experiments that the
above four fundamental forces generally do satisfy this symmetry� Nevertheless�
there is a solitary exception to this� one of the particles in the high energy
physicist�s menagerie� the neutral kaon� has been observed to violate timereversal
invariance in its decay� The detailed manner in which this particle decays implies
that a movie picture of a neutral kaon decaying into pions� if run backwards� would
show the formation of a kaon from pions� which is certainly possible� However� the
rate at which this reversed process occurs in nature is a few parts per thousand
di�erent from what one would observe in the reversed �lm� Huw Price�s view
from nowhen would not be symmetric after all� by knowing enough about the
physics of kaons� one could tell whether a �lm of this microprocess was running
forwards or backwards� There is after all a microscopic arrow of time�

Now Price is not ignorant of neutral kaons nor of the interesting properties of
their decay� Nevertheless� while most physicists can� most of the time� neglect
the lack of timereversal invariance� Price does so at his peril� For if there is after
all an arrow of time at the fundamental level of the weak interactions which are
responsible for kaon decay� then his doctrine� namely that the di�erence between
the pastfuture and the futurepast directions is merely one of our stance as
agents� is false� It is not enough to shrug one�s shoulders and claim that an e�ect
at the level of a few tenths of a percent in an obscure decay rate has no relevance
to the radiation and thermodynamic arrows and their analysis� A demiurgos
from another universe� standing outside our time� taking cognizance of the events
in our spacetime continuum� could detect a di�erence between our two possible
temporal orientations� Price seems to miss an opportunity to restore temporal
symmetry� albeit in a generalized sense� as follows� Although neutral kaon decay
is not invariant under time reversal� it is believed to be invariant if one changes
the kaon into its antiparticle as one reverses the direction of time� This is an
example of the celebrated PCT theorem� which has been proved in quantum �eld
theory� and which is believed to be universal� It is not possible to construct a
consistent quantum �eld theory that fails to be invariant if one simultaneously
inverts the parity� P� i�e� the sense of left and right� the charge conjugation� C� i�e�
the positivity and negativity of �generalized� charges� and the time signature� T�
i�e� the past and future� Our demiurgos would see complete symmetry between
one direction of time� with its decay of kaons� and the reversed direction of time�
with formation of antikaons�
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At the more mundane level of our own universe� with its actual history for the last
�� thousand million years or so� a connection between the thermodynamic� the
radiation� and the weakinteraction arrows of time was suggested by Sakharov�
who worked on cosmology during his house arrest in Gorky� The idea is that
during the very early expansion of the universe from the primordial �reball in
which matter and radiation were in equilibrium� there was� during the �freezing�
of the processes consequent upon the expansion of the universe� a mismatch
between the rates of creation and annihilation of matter� This imbalance was
precisely the few parts per thousand that we observe today in the timereversal
violating part of the kaon decay interaction� We see around us the remnants of
this titanic� but not quite evenly matched battle between matter and radiation
� indeed it constitutes us � and the reason for the low entropy past� containing
coherent sources in the way that the future presumably will not� might well be
sought in this scenario� The basic puzzle that one would like to explain� as Price
rightly reiterates� is why the cosmos� seen as a spacetime continuum� is highly
ordered at one of its temporal limits � the end that we call the beginning� or
the moment of creation�

I can recommend this controversial and brilliantly written book for any philoso
pher who is interested in the problems of time and causality� not as sterile a priori
categories� but as subjects for empirical research� I can equally recommend it for
physicists� not as a technical monograph in temporal physics� but as a remark
ably clear exposition of the problems and a sketch for their solution� Lastly� I can
recommend it for those who are neither philosophers nor physicists� but who are
interested in the subject� and for whom the challenge of a dense and provocative
volume is not daunting�





